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It is with great joy, thankfulness and anticipation that I
helped Carlos and Cristina Albornoz pack their things up
and move from Mar del Plata to Santiago del Estero.
Having retired after 40 years of ministry, they have
decided to move to Santiago del Estero and become part
of the Cabildo Church leadership team. He brings with him
incredible people skills, a passion for the word and a heart
for the world.

The week after they arrived my 91 year old father in law
ended up in intensive care and Ana and I went to help
out fearing the end was near. On the 19 day of his stay in
the hospital my mother in law was also hospitalized and
after ten days of intensive care she went to be with the
Lord. We are thankful that Ana´s parents know the Lord
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and that in the midst of it all the Lords presence and
peace has held us up.

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
COMPASSION
Contact us at:
Paul & Ana Hill
C. C. 359
4200 Santiago del Estero
Rep. Argentina

In a very traditional catholic context I was able to share
the gospel twice at the funeral. My mother in law, Elda
Anita, was the most giving and noble persons I have ever
known. Having been rejected by family, friends and
society for having left the fold and tradition of Roman
Catholicism when she came to Christ, she never held a
grudge against anyone and lived to give everything for
those she loved, a living example of John 3.16, for she so
loved . . . she gave, and she gave her life!
PRAYER
‑ Pray as we seek to format our ministry into small groups.
‑ Pray as we go to a workshop for The Timothy Initiative as
a tool for the rural ministry.
‑ Pray for the 5 small groups we hope to establish, we
already have one small group that meets in a home a
couple blocks from Church.
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‑Pray for the leadership the rural ministry needs and for
the opening of a meeting place in Hoyon, a small
community 10 km north of Huiñaj.
‑ Pray for the health of Ana father, 91, and for my mother,
93.
‑ Ana continues caring for her father, pray me might find
the help we need for his home care.
‑ Pray for the salvation of Ana´s brother and sister.
‑ Pray for the Southern Cone Initiative, a reformatting of
how Converge is doing missions in all of south America.
‑ Pray for the resources to continue ministering here in NW
Argentina.
‑ Pray for the 14 students who will start Seminary classes,
and for the 7 who continue studying at the certificate
level.
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Hills picture blog:
http://paulanahill.blogspot.
com.ar

Thank you for your patience and
perseverance. If you still haven´t
received our HS News let us know
and we will add you.
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